**Biology** - study sessions for FIRST students taking Biology 1110 or lower.

*Mentor: Hannah Halusker*

- **3/9/15** 7-9 pm  FIRST Lounge
- **4/15/15** 7-9 pm  FIRST Lounge

**Chemistry & Chemistry Lab** - study sessions for FIRST students taking Chemistry 1020 or lower.

*Mentors: Haley Scruggs & Derek Holder*

- Every Monday 7-9 pm  FIRST Lounge

**Physics** - study sessions for FIRST students taking Physics 1220.

*Mentor: Robert Locke*

- **3/10/15** 7-9 pm  FIRST Lounge
- **3/11/15** 7-9 pm  FIRST Lounge
- **4/7/15** 7-9 pm  FIRST Lounge
- **4/8/15** 7-9 pm  FIRST Lounge

**Spanish** - study sessions for FIRST students taking any Spanish course

Email to request Spanish help  [first@clemson.edu](mailto:first@clemson.edu)